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I. Introduction: Two Posters with Mutual Accusations
These two very similar posters [Figs. 1, 2] were circulated by the Press and Propaganda
Section of the Italian Communist Party (ICP) and by the Propaganda and Press Service
(SPES) of the Christian Democracy Party (DC) for the elections of 7 June 1953. It
was truly a decisive moment. In the first general elections after the proclamation of the
Italian Republic on 18 April 1948, the DC had obtained more than 48% of the vote.
This placed it ahead of the two left-wing Marxist parties, the Communists and the
Socialists, with their shared list of candidates, and made it a central political power in
the government. Italy had thus been decisively placed in the western and pro-American
camp in the Cold War. At the beginning of 1953, just before the new Parliamentary
elections, the government led by the DC approved an electoral reform that overturned
the previous proportional configuration by awarding bonus seats of up to 65% to the
coalition that had obtained more than 50% of the vote. If the bonus had been awarded, it would have meant the definitive marginalization of the left-wing parliamentary
opposition and it might also have depleted the socialist and communist presence in society to near disappearance. For these reasons, the 1953 election campaign was as lively
as the one five years before and the main parties exploited all possible communicative
resources.
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Fig. 1 – Poster of the Italian Communist Party, 1953 (Fondazione Gramsci Emilia Romagna, Bologna)
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Fig. 2 – Poster of the SPES, 1953 (Fondazione Gramsci Emilia Romagna, Bologna)

Today we know that in the Italian political communication campaigns where there
was greater ideological polarization, it was rather common to exchange images, figurative language and even content that had particular impact and success with the public.
This made sense given a public that remained culturally compact and therefore sensitive
to graphic messages that closely resembled each other.1 As regards this specific set of muHere the studies carried out by Luciano Cheles combining political history, art history and visual
culture are fundamental, in particular his contribution to The Art of Persuasion. Political Communication
in Italy from 1945 to the 1990s, ed. by Luciano Cheles and Lucio Sponza (Manchester: University Press,
2001), in particular his “Political Battle in the Piazza. The Political Poster” (124-179), and his more recent
“Le immagini vaganti. Migrazioni iconografiche tra destra e sinistra”, Memoria e Ricerca, 41 (2012): 121146, and “Iconic Images of Propaganda”, Modern Italy, 21, 4 (2016), 453-478. Cheles’ work is the most
advanced and critically refined result of an interest for political graphics that has long characterized Italian
studies of the history of parties and social movements. Reception of iconography from previous years had
begun as early as the1970s. Still under the influence of the profound ideological divisions of the country, it
included publications such as Via il regime della forchetta. Autobiografia del PCI nei primi anni ’50 attraverso
1
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tual accusations running parallel and in such close succession, the analysis can be even
richer and deeper. In the case of these two posters, in fact, the analogous images of the
two battling parties were clearly trying to demonstrate the same thing: in the important
moments of Italian history, one side was focused on serving the country, while the other
served the foreigner or refrained from fighting in order to focus on selfish interests. And
this while faced with the enemies of the State and of freedom that each party’s members
had learned to recognize as such at school and while fighting first of all in World War II
and then during the Cold War.
The articulation of the events under consideration and even the graphic grid style of
the images make it easy to understand that the two were produced one in response to
the other. Certainly both have condensed a wealth of symbolic and rhetorical material
from the biographic parabola of the two leaders of the principal majority and opposition
Italian parties under the title of “Two men, two lives”. All the same, due to their nearly
contemporaneous appearance, it is not possible to identify which of the two agencies
had the original idea that was then copied by the adversary. We can however imagine
that the proposal was first born in the communist sphere.
The poster of the Press and Propaganda Section in fact expresses information repeatedly referred to by the ICP’s communication staff in the weeks before the vote
on 7 June 1953, in a campaign that aimed to delegitimize the Prime Minister and
Christian Democratic leader Alcide De Gasperi through the insinuation of his scarce
patriotism due to his past as a subject of Austria during World War I. A similar approach had already been attempted by the editorial staff of the Unità five years before.
During the period just before the elections of 18 April 1948, the newspaper of the ICP
had attempted to gain ground by seeming to be “of the people”, using images from the
Risorgimento. This attempt took advantage of the anniversary of the Revolutions of
1848 and in particular of the so-called “Five Days of Milan”, which were considered
an uprising genuinely “of the people”.2 The Popular Democratic Front, a CommunistSocialist alliance, chose to use the symbol of Garibaldi for the elections and in anticipation of the pages dealing with the Risorgimento from Antonio Gramsci’s Quaderni
i manifesti elettorali, ed. by Dino G. Audino and Giuliano Vittori (Roma: Savelli, 1976) and C’era una volta
la DC. Breve storia del periodo degasperiano attraverso i manifesti elettorali della Democrazia Cristiana, ed.
by Luca Roman and Paolo Scabello (Roma: Savelli, 1980). Similar ideas were later developed with a more
solid critical approach in works such as La politica sui muri. 1946-1992, ed. by Chiara Ottaviano and Paolo
Soddu (Torino: Rosemberg & Sellier, 2001), and Propaganda politica e mezzi di comunicazione di massa tra
fascismo e democrazia, ed. by Adolfo Mignemi (Torino: Gruppo Abele, 1995), as well as by the Internet site
www.manifestipolitici.it, a data base of images promoted and managed by the Istituto Gramsci per l’Emilia
Romagna containing more than 10,000 images of posters and flyers.
Cf. for example the article “Un operaio milanese racconta le Cinque giornate”, l’Unità (21 March
1948), 3.
2
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dal carcere, which was soon to be published by Einaudi.3 The Marxist left explicitly
tried to use the power of the most direct images to advocate the national and patriotic
values from the Risorgimento that Italians had learned at school and through institutional rhetoric, by representing the leader of the DC as the personification of the
Austrian emperor, the historic enemy of Italian national unity. In this way, he could
be clearly identified as a ‘traitor’ of the interests of Italy, always at the service of aggressive powers poised to obstruct national development, from Austria-Hungary to the
Vatican to the United States in the period after World War II.4 In the 1953 elections,
the insistence on these stereotypes was even more intense, and led to lengthy inquests,
which were evidently steered if not openly exploited. These enquiries reconstructed
the polemics in which were entangled the two major exponents of the local Italian
community of the Hapsburg Trentino in the early twentieth century, the future Italian
Prime Minister De Gasperi and the future Tridentine irredentist and socialist martyr
Cesare Battisti.5
These polemical actions pushed the DC to react, initially with the poster discussed
above. Most importantly, however, the party republished a booklet first published in
1925 by the journalist and DC member of Parliament Igino Giordani, a personal friend
and decided supporter of the Prime Minister. It was called La verità storica ed una campagna di diffamazione (Historical Truth and Defamation Campaign). It was an accurate
reconstruction of the activity of De Gasperi in Trentino in response to the accusations
3
Antonio Gramsci, Il Risorgimento, ed. by Felice Platone (Torino: Einaudi, 1949). See the documents collected in Togliatti editore di Gramsci, ed. by Chiara Daniele (Roma: Carocci, 2005) for information about the complex publishing events of the first edition of the Quaderni, and especially about
the pressure from the leadership of the communist party. For more general information about the role
of the Risorgimento in creating a communist culture beginning with the reuse of the figure of Garibaldi
as a name for its own combatants during the anti-Nazi resistance and into the period of the new Italian
Republic, see the interesting ideas in Claudio Pavone’s “Le idee della Resistenza. Antifascisti e fascisti di
fronte alla tradizione del Risorgimento” (1959), now in Alle origini della Repubblica. Scritti su fascismo, antifascismo e continuità dello Stato (Torino: Bollati Boringhieri, 1995), 3-69, Zeffiro Ciuffoletti, “Alle origini dell’idea di secondo Risorgimento”, Il Risorgimento, 47, 1-2 (1995) (special number of Il Risorgimento
nell’Italia unita, conference proceedings, Milan, 9-12 November 1993), 348-358, and Angelo Varni, “Il
secondo Risorgimento”, Il Risorgimento, 1-2 (1995): 535-543. These ideas have been gathered and further developed in a general way by Philip Cooke, The Legacy of Italian Resistance (Basingstoke; New York,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2011).
4
See the series of editorials in the Unità, such as “Battisti lo chiamò von Gasperi” (11 April 1948);
“Von Gasperi è italiano?”, l’Unità (13 April 1948); “Il 24 maggio 1915, a Vienna il partito di De Gasperi
maledì l’Italia”, l’Unità (9 April 1948), 1; l’Unità (15 April 1948) and Pietro Ingrao, “L’ombra di Battisti”,
l’Unità (14 April 1948).
5
The new cycle of publications became more numerous with A. Pancaldi’s, “De Gasperi e il XXIV
Maggio”, l’Unità (24 May 1953), and were picked up by other journals close to the left, from Avanti! to
Paese.
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of treason from the Fascist establishment aimed at the last leader of the Italian People’s
Party, with the idea of exploiting the “value of the victory” against past “defeatism”.6
Giordani’s main argument was that the polemics and conflicts among the various political actors in the Hapsburg Trentino had to be adequately contextualized historically.
He argued against the tendency to backdate the atmosphere of total war against a historic enemy of the Italians revived by the collective memory of World War I in order to
understand how the autonomy and independence of the Trentino region from Austria
could be promoted even with different positions and methods.
Leaders of the DC also made polemical comments in their public speeches, which
were particularly incisive in those years. Already the use of a communicative instrument
from the 1920s – the years of the struggle of the Italian People’s Party against the rising
Fascist regime – used in response to the ICP, signaled the familiar association of the authoritarian threats on the left and on the right. Among other things, in the early 1950s
the assimilation between the danger of Communism and the past dictatorship under
Mussolini began to find its full expression in the growing use of the semantics of totalitarianism. Such concepts were important instruments for defending the party from the
concentric attacks of parties on the Marxist left and the lively, extreme right neo-fascist
and pro-monarchy movements,7 and it served the purpose of associating the symbols of
the two regimes graphically on posters and flyers.
In the same way the accusations against the Communist leader Palmiro Togliatti,
reorganized in chronological manner in the poster published by the SPES, repeated
a repertoire of comments about the worrying nature of the “iron bond” with the
USSR, which indicated the “antinationalist” nature of Italian communism. This was
already one of the classic themes of anticommunism between the two world wars in
an Italy watching the October Revolution and the civil war and then administered
by a government that made the battle against internal “Bolshevism” a priority.8 This

Giordani’s booklet was published in 1925 with the title La verità storica e una campagna di diffamazione, as a publication of the Press Office of the Italian People’s Party. It was reprinted by the SPES in 1953
with a slightly different title: La verità storica e una campagna di denigrazione. In the appendix of the new
edition (78), the author explained to the readers why the text was reprinted: “One would think that once
Fascism ended, so would all of the calumny. But the truth is that even if Fascism has ended, the fascists are
still with us, disguised perhaps as antifascists”.
6

7
For an initial overview of the context, cf. Stefano Cavazza, “La transizione difficile. L’immagine
della guerra e della resistenza nell’opinione pubblica dell’immediato dopoguerra”, La grande cesura. La memoria della guerra e della resistenza nella vita europea del dopoguerra, ed. by Giovanni Miccoli, Guido Neppi
Modona, and Paolo Pombeni (Bologna: il Mulino, 2001), 417-477.

On this subject, I refer the reader to my recent essay “L’emergere dell’antibolscevismo nell’opinione
pubblica italiana”, Annali della Fondazione Ugo La Malfa, 31 (2016): 109-125.
8
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while relationships with the Soviet regime were nearly cordial,9 and it was the same in
other European countries where there was a large communist presence.10 Following
the World War II, the matter gathered force after the foundation of the Cominform
(Communist Information Bureau) at the end of 1947. The offensive must have been
very convincing, given the engagement of the communist Press and Propaganda
Section to respond blow for blow in the crossfire about the DC-led government’s
subservience to the USA.
The resumption in 1953 of the offensive against the “Austrian collaborator” De
Gasperi derived from a similar necessity to respond to the adversaries’ suggestions, as
the directives given at the beginning of the year by Gian Carlo Pajetta, then at the head
of the Press and Propaganda Section of the party, indicate. These instructions explained
the necessity of counterpoising the gallows on which Cesare Battisti was hung (indicated
in various words and images, and can be seen in figures 3 and 4) with the gallows on
which the communist leaders had met their end, victims of the “purges” at the hand of
popular democracies:
Lively reaction is necessary against any who with these gallows wish to […] make
people forget that the Christian Democrats and Fascist Republicans cannot dare use
these images without raising the indignation of all Italians. Cesare Battisti was hung
in Austrian gallows when De Gasperi was wishing victory to the Emperor of Austria
[…]. An effective form of propaganda would be putting photographs of Cesare
Battisti next to the lugubrious instruments of the DC’s Civic Committees […].11

In fact, the verbal and visual reference to the “communist gallows” had become increasingly insistent in Italian political communications in the early 1950s, in particular since
the central propaganda offices of the government parties and Catholic associations had
transferred that image from the pages of the satirical magazine Candido. Since its foundation in 1946, Giovanni Guareschi’s popular satirical weekly had been an irreplaceable
source of anticommunist slogans and of graphic propaganda material with its illustrations
9
Cf. especially Loreto Di Nucci, “Lo stato fascista e gli italiani «antinazionali»”, Due nazioni.
Legittimazione e delegittimazione nella storia dell’Italia contemporanea, ed. by Ernesto Galli della Loggia and
Loreto Di Nucci (Bologna: il Mulino, 2003), 127-185, and Giorgio Petracchi, “Roma e/o Mosca? Il fascismo di fronte allo specchio”, Nuova Storia Contemporanea, 1 (2002): 69-92.
10
For further information and references, cf. Jean-Jaques Becker and Serge Berstein, Histoire de l’anticommunisme en France, tome I, 1917-1940 (Paris: Orlan, 1987).
11
A copy of the circular, written and distributed in February 1953, is in Fondazione Istituto Gramsci,
Roma, Archivio storico del Partito Comunista Italiano, 0401 1277. Long passages of the document were
subsequently published as an appendix in Gaetano Quagliariello, La legge elettorale del 1953 (Bologna: il
Mulino, 2003).
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Fig. 3 – Poster of the
Popular Democratic
Front, 1948 (Biblioteca
dell'Archiginnasio,
Bologna)

and cartoons.12 The stylized image of the gallows was by now entering the collective consciousness of Italians due to its tragic and gloomy evocative force, and it was necessary to
disarm its potential with the similarly frequent use of an equal and contrary force.
Already this rapid presentation of a precise and specific episode of the iconographic
battle between the ICP and its adversaries in the political arena of the newly forming
About this process, besides the general considerations presented in Adolfo Chiesa, La satira politica
in Italia (Roma; Bari: Laterza, 1990), I refer the reader to my Divergenze parallele. Comunismo e anticomunismo alle origini del linguaggio politico dell’Italia repubblicana (1945-1953) (Soveria Mannelli: Rubbettino,
2010): 142-150. More generally, the referral to that study serves as further information about the fundamental criteria used in the linguistic analysis of Italian anticommunism in this essay.
12
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Fig. 4 – Poster of the
Italian Communist Party,
1953 (Fondazione Gramsci
Emilia Romagna, Bologna)

Italian Republican democracy reveals some mechanisms that must be kept in mind
for the methodological underpinning of a more general analysis. In the first place,
the images produced for mass circulation represent the “condensation” of concepts,13
judgements and images expressed in fuller and deeper forms in public speeches elsewhere (meetings, rallies, editorials, inquests). Therefore, the gallery of the images that
has settled in the collective imagination with the still-vivid memory of the juxtapositions of the Cold War cannot be considered separately from other elements present
13
For a complete conceptualization of the “symbols of condensation” and for an explanation of their
importance in the ideological cornerstones of reference in a political culture, refer to the classic by Murray
Edelman, The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana-Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1964).
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in public discourse or worse yet as a colorful phenomenon limited to the habits and
mentality of another epoch.
In the second place, although the expressive choices of both parties were often dictated by reactions to contingent polemical topics, they referred to an archive of long-sedimented suggestions, judgements and ideas.14 The contours of these mechanisms are clear
as regards the culture of Italian communism, its social presence and the pedagogic and
educative effort of its activists, its ability to revitalize cultural dynamics already activated
with the socialist implantation.15 The ICP played a pivotal role, compact and with its
own clear ideological proposal, linked to the specific experience of the Soviet revolution.16 The discourse becomes more complex when considering the other element in the
confrontation, which is the pervasive and elusive anticommunist discourse.

II. Communism and Anticommunism at the Origins of the Italian
Republic: the Framework of Reference
The DC certainly played a pre-eminent role in the aggregation of consent in favor of
the whole government as hostile to the ICP. In the same way, the Catholic communication
agencies played a major role in the diffusion of an orientation hostile to Marxism in Italian
public opinion. It is known that these elements first of all conditioned the first attempts
to define analytically the Italian political system and the social presence of the principal
political cultures, given their tendency to focus on the dichotomy between communism
and the Catholic party and to pretend as if it were without nuances.17 Moreover, the force
14
For further suggestions about these methodological considerations, a fundamental overall reference
is Robert Philippe, Il linguaggio della grafica politica (Milano: Mondadori, 1981).

For a comparison in this sense refer to the classic by Maurizio Ridolfi, Il PSI e la nascita del partito
di massa (Roma; Bari: Laterza, 1992).
15

Critical literature about Italian communism and about its cultural production has developed rapidly, in particular since the publication of the Einaudi volumes dedicated to the history of the party. As regards
the Republican period, I refer in particular to two volumes which followed those of Paolo Spriano, that is
Renzo Martinelli, Storia del Partito comunista italiano, vol. 6, Il ‘partito nuovo’ dalla liberazione al 18 aprile
(Torino: Einaudi, 1995), and Renzo Martinelli and Giovanni Gozzini, Storia del Partito comunista italiano,
vol. 7, Dall’attentato a Togliatti all’VII Congresso (Torino: Einaudi, 1998). The reader can find a particularly
insightful overall review in Franco Andreucci, Falce e martello. Identità e linguaggi dei comunisti italiani fra
stalinismo e guerra fredda (Bologna: Bononia University Press, 2005).
16

The following contributed to consolidate the essentially bipolar and – even if peculiar – “bipartisan”
image of the Italian Republican system: the classic by Giorgio Galli, Il bipartitismo imperfetto (Bologna:
il Mulino, 1966), and the research anthology Ricerche sulla partecipazione politica in Italia conducted by
the Carlo Cattaneo Istitute in Pavia, published in the collective volumes L’attivista di partito. Un’indagine
sui militanti di base del PCI e della DC (Bologna: il Mulino, 1967); Il comportamento elettorale in Italia.
17
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of opposition between communism and organized Catholicism led the leaders of the ICP
in the 1940s and 1950s to interpret the conflict as a battle against “clerical obscurantism”.
They explained to their public and to themselves how a large part of informational journalism diffidence and rejection for the communist propositions based on social class. In an
extreme synthesis, on one hand there was the powerful press, controlled by its financers,
a privileged and retrograde class that had sustained fascism, interpreted according to the
Third Internationalist mottos as a “dictatorship open to the most reactionary, chauvinist
and imperialist elements of financial capital”.18 On the other hand, the choice of the ecclesiastic leaders to confirm their support of the fight against communism, taking with them
the masses subjugated to them, was due to the “reactionary function of the clergy, the same
as in the most critical social moments of every epoch”.19
This formulation of their message during the parliamentary elections of 18 April
1948 led to not very flattering results for the ICP and its socialist allies of the Popular
Democratic Front. However, here it is especially important to show that the attitude
mentioned at the beginning of this section was only a part of the composite front that
gathered around a set of images, judgements and slogans that condemned the communist experience. These were often compatible and even interchangeable, even if managed
by “political families” distant among themselves. The Catholic world in the years immediately after 1945 was already experiencing significant cultural friction. In particular,
what historians have defined as the “Roman party”20 brought together decidedly conservative ecclesiastics and leaders, who with the support of the Curia of Pope Pius XII were
actively trying to bring the entire Italian society back to strict obedience to the Italian
Catholic hierarchy. This included supporting projects such as the Civic Committees

Un’indagine ecologica sulle elezioni in Italia tra 1946 e 1963 (Bologna: il Mulino, 1968); L’organizzazione
partitica del PCI e della DC (Bologna: il Mulino, 1968); La presenza sociale del PCI e della DC (Bologna: il
Mulino, 1968).
The most coherent expression of this interpretation is Inchiesta sull’anticomunismo, a special issue of
Rinascita published in August-September 1954 in response to the “inquest about communism” published
by a number of Italian journals and periodicals following the good results (for the most part unexpected)
of the ICP in the parliamentary elections of June 1953 – among these, the most relevant for its success and
place of publication was Inchiesta sul comunismo in Italia by Luigi Barzini jr., published in Corriere della Sera
in the first weeks of May 1954 and then republished in the anthology I comunisti non hanno vinto (Milano:
Mondadori, 1955).
18

This is from the introduction for the material gathered in the special number of Propaganda, press
organ for the preparation of the activists in the political communication of the ICP, published 30 November
1949 in response to the excommunication in July.
19

20

1983).

Cf. Andrea Riccardi, Il “partito romano” nel secondo dopoguerra. 1945-1954 (Brescia: Morcelliana,
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of Luigi Gedda21 and the “Movement for a better world” by the jesuit Father Riccardo
Lombardi.22 On the other side, associations such as ACLI, for Italian Catholic workers
and the intellectual and university movements of the Italian Azione Cattolica were culturally more open and willing to consider stimuli from the secularization of popular culture and moral directions.23 This contrast was completed by the more evident difference
in worldview and in interpretation of politics that could be found between Catholics
and that large group of generically liberal, democratic or liberal-conservative. These latter were among other things often not even politically active but could be found in the
editorial staff of the most important journals or popular weeklies.24
It was however the encounter of these realities and their ability to influence the
shared orientation outside of direct electoral participation in political parties, that constituted the information counterpart of the ICP’s Press and Propaganda Section. This
was the result of the necessity to legitimize a government majority that responded to
the ideological needs of the western “side” and of the challenge by the larger and more
efficient ICP outside of the area of Soviet influence.

III. Political Communication and Visual Languages in the Cold War:
Encounters, Clashes and Evolutions
As mentioned above, the criticism of communism and the consequent production of
images that gave tangible expression to the rejection of this political experience were a
significant common base on which realities that were culturally and traditionally diverse
could find an indispensable point of contact in the Cold War. In the years immediately
after the World War II, this critical common base formulated a few iconic elements to
express that rejection, immediately recognizable as characterizing the common enemy.
21

2012).

About him, cf. Luigi Gedda e il movimento cattolico in Italia ed. Marco Invernizzi (Milano: Sugarco,

About him and his role in postwar Italy, cf. G. Zizola, Il “microfono di Dio”. Pio XII, padre Lombardi
e i cattolici italiani (Milano: Mondadori, 1990).
22

For a general framework with a number of original documents, cf. Mario Casella, L’Azione cattolica
nell’Italia contemporanea (1919-1969) (Roma: AVE, 1992).
23

24
The best general overview about the situation of the Italian press remains Paolo Murialdi, La stampa
italiana dalla Liberazione alla crisi di fine secolo (Roma; Bari: Laterza, 2003). About the permanence of liberal intellectuals in the principal centers where public opinion was formed, even in the face of the electoral
collapse of the parties referring to that area (Action Party, Liberal Party, Republican Party) due to the affirmation of the larger parties of mass integration in the passage from monarchy to a democratic republic, see
esp. Frédéric Attal, Histoire des intellectuels italiens au XXe siècle. Prophètes, philosophes et experts (Paris: Les
Belles Lettres, 2013).
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Fig. 5 – Poster of the
National Bloc – Italian
Liberal Party, 1948
(Fondazione Gramsci
Emilia Romagna, Bologna)

In general, all of these images strove to contrast the Italian communist leadership’s efforts to present the party as a genuinely national force, and instead presented the ICP
as intrinsically connected to the experience of the Soviet Union and the entire Eastern
bloc. The anticommunist iconography of the electoral campaigns of the centrist parties was essentially founded on the denial of any real participation on the part of the
ICP in the national symbols that they made use of, from the Italian flag to the effigy
of Garibaldi used as a symbol of the unified list of the Popular Democratic Front in
1948 [Fig. 5]. They linked the politics of the communists to that of the Soviet leaders,
symbolized initially by the strong, recognizable image of Stalin, and after his death just
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Fig. 6 – Poster of the Central
Civic Committee, 1953
(Biblioteca dell’Archiginnasio,
Bologna)

three months before the second parliamentary elections, by the weak and faded image
of Georgij Malenkov [Fig. 6]. These choices meant the construction of various and complex images that recalled specific elements in the critique of communism.
For force and pervasiveness, the image that imposed itself above all others in the
collective imagination is that of atheist communism, responsible for the violent and
oppressive de-Christianization of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.25 The accusation was elaborated by Catholic doctrine with a careful reflection on moral and
theological sources, and its best expression was in the Encyclical Divini Redemptoris,
As a general reference on the topic, see William B. Husband, ‘Godless Communists’. Atheism and
Society in Soviet Russia, 1917-1932 (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2000).
25
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published 19 March 1937. In the years prior to this, researchers close to the Roman
Curia had conducted ample research about the intimately materialistic nature of
Marxism and the political and social effects of its faithful application by the Bolshevik
government. In a country like Italy, where the Church had special social prestige
and a capillary and vital presence in popular culture, this definition of communism
spread apprehension, given the political victories of the Marxist parties after the fall
of fascism. The initial ambition of the Catholic world to use the fear of communism
as a spur to drive Italian society back to Catholic values, only antidote to the “red”
menace, did not last through the incipient signs of secularization in social behaviors
and collective identity.26 All the same, the impression of the communists’ absolute
extraneousness to humankind due to their rejection of God became a powerful negative image that aroused fear even beyond the world of practicing Catholics due to the
scenes of violence and terror that it evoked.27
Communism was also presented by all its opponents as an intrinsically dictatorial
regime, lying and bloodthirsty. The contours of this description were gathered from the
memories of Stalin’s purges in the 1930s, the atrocity of which were little known to the
general Italian public until 1945 when they were brought to the center of attention by
testimonies such as that of Viktor Kravchenko,28 and by the more recent testimonies of
the political refugees from the countries of Center-Eastern Europe occupied by the Red
Army. Similar materials were repeatedly relaunched in journals and brochures, and, as
has already been indicated, on a metaphorical plane they represented both the fascist
On this complex theme see the classic volume by Daniele Menozzi, La chiesa cattolica e la secolarizzazione (Torino: Einaudi, 1993).
26

For further information, see my essay “Il cattolicesimo organizzato in Italia 1945-1953: Successo
dell’anticomunismo, fallimento dell’egemonia”, Italia Contemporanea, 258 (2010): 7-25.
27

28
Engineer and industrial manager of Ukrainian origin, Kravchenko was part of a Soviet diplomatic
mission sent to Washington in 1943. He asked for and obtained political asylum, managing to remain there
despite the close alliance between the USA and the USSR in the Second World War. In 1946 he published
his memoirs about forced collectivism, the trials and death sentences for treason given to the main leaders
of the Soviet Communist Party in the 1930s, about the prison camps and forced labor. The book was called
I Chose Freedom. The Personal and Political Life of a Soviet Official (Garden City: Garden City Publishing).
The book was translated into Italian and published by Longanesi in Milan with the title Ho scelto la libertà,
and was distributed widely in the weeks before the elections of 18 April. It was a best seller in Italy as in
most western countries. The resonance of the book on public opinion continued in subsequent years, when
the cultural journal of the French communist party, Les Lettres Françaises, accused Kravchenko of not being
the real author of the book and of having made unfounded charges against the Soviet regime. The process
for defamation by the author in Paris in 1949 included among its witnesses many of the most important
dissidents of the communist regime. For further information about this case and its echo in Italian political
journalism, see my “‘La Russia com’è’. L’immagine critica dell’Unione sovietica e del blocco orientale nella
pubblicistica italiana”, Ricerche di Storia Politica, 10, 2 (2007): 157-176, at 161-163.
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oppression that Italy had just overcome as well as and especially the Nazi occupation of
Italy during World War II.
The transposition of the relationship between Italian Fascism and the invading
National Socialism in the communist arena included the idea that the ICP was the
fifth column of an aggressive foreign power like the Soviet Union, in full expansion
in Central and Eastern Europe and striving to grab the Italian peninsula as well. Even
before the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty and the consequent entry of Italy in a
military alliance explicitly aimed at limiting any Soviet expansion, the fears of this expansionism were expressed in the less ideological fears about the power and aggressively
of the “Russian bear” pushing towards the Mediterranean sea, that was already common
among several Italian journalists of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries,
such as Luigi Barzini, who looked towards Czarist Russia with a certain worry.29
Lastly, the news that came through the Iron Curtain about the scarcity of consumer goods and the difficult conditions of life for the populations subject to the regimes
of the Eastern bloc favored the spread of an image according to which communist
economics created chronic productive backwardness in the regimes. This was blamed
on forced collectivism, bureaucratic control of production and the foolish drain of
resources in favor of the Party’s ruling class. This was often compared with Italy, successfully reconstructing after the war with the help of the Marshal Plan of the United
States and not accidentally often presented in government press releases with illustrations referring to American modernity and skylines [Fig. 7]. This rendered much less
successful the affirmations of the ICP that neo-capitalism was a function of American
exploitation.30
This was the iconographic and symbolic anticommunist front that was apparently
shared and compact. And it showed itself to be just that, at least in its possibility to
aggregate electoral consensus in the elections of 18 April 1948. There the combination of anti-Soviet fears led to a consensus in favor of the DC, the only political force
effectively able to oppose the Marxist left. After the electoral victory of the Catholic
party, which with its broad dimensions seemed to have definitively beaten the “red”
About the continuity of the use of these images in the Italian anticommunist polemics, see the
still-valid and interesting information in the essays by Severino Galante, “I comunisti italiani e il mito
sovietico nel secondo dopoguerra. Tra ‘emotional russophilia’ e organizzazione”, Annali della Fondazione
Giacomo Brodolini e della Fondazione di Studi Storici Filippo Turati, special issue of L’URSS il mito le masse
(Milano: Franco Angeli, 1991): 307-371, and by Giorgio Petracchi, “Russofilia e russofobia. Mito e antimito dell’URSS in Italia”, Storia Contemporanea, 19, 2 (1988): 225-247.
29

30
About the propaganda campaigns linked to American economic intervention in western Europe
after World War II, the best research remains that of David W. Ellwood, Rebuilding Europe. Western Europe,
America and Postwar Reconstruction (London: Routledge, 1992).
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Fig. 7 – Poster of the SPES,
1953 (Fondazione Gramsci
Emilia Romagna, Bologna)

threat, the differences among the different players became clear in the “varied Italian
anticommunism”.31
After all, already in the 1948 campaign, a poster of the Civic Committee connected
to Catholic Action that showed the sword of the Christian vote defending the family
from the dangers of materialist “free love” also had a version in which the Catholic worker confronted serpents marked as “capitalism” and “communism”. This demonstrated
31
That was the meaningful title of one of the first attempts to recount the history of Italian anticommunism in the twentieth century: Roberto Pertici, “Il vario anticomunismo italiano (1936-1960):
Lineamenti di una storia”, Due nazioni. Legittimazione e delegittimazione nella storia dell’Italia contemporanea, 263-334.
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the difficulty that organized Catholicism had in abandoning the desire for the corporative-Christian “third way” expounded in the 1930s. This is the best example of how
anticommunist public opinion shared a criticism of authoritarianism and the economic
inefficiency of Soviet and related dictatorships. It also shows how it was unable to agree
on how to express its own model of wellbeing and development. Traditional and conservative Catholic spheres were in particular reluctant to accept the increasingly frequent
identification between economic progress and the Americanization of productive models and consumer habits, even if this image was very strong in the collective imagination
and inescapable in the iconography of the large political movements such as the DC.32
As the government led by De Gasperi chose to proceed with the majority bonus
reform before the parliamentary elections of 1953 more lively protest exploded, even
from government supporters. It brought with it a number of consequences for the value of each vote and the balance among powers.33 On one hand there were those who
considered the majority bonus as an attack on pluralism, such as Giovanni Guareschi,
editor of Candido. Considered in previous years as a unique source for anticommunist images and slogans with a large readership, in 1953 it began openly supporting
the pro-monarchy party and opposing the DC-majority government. On the other
hand, the more conservative sectors of public opinion, including Gedda – who became
General President of Catholic Action in 1952 – and his supporters, found the provision
too bland and pushed instead to make the ICP illegal, using the same openly violent and
delegitimizing expressions of 1948.
However, there were even more evident difficulties regarding foreign policy, in particular the division between a full adhesion to the military alliance with the USA in the
North Atlantic Treaty and the Christian tendency to work towards peace. In his memoirs, the Christian-democrat leader Paolo Emilio Taviani34 recalled how it was impossible to agree on a truly univocal and effective message in the peace and defense policy
of the government in the difficult early 1950s. The Atlantic choice was a controversial
reality given the Catholic fringes dedicated to the absolute rejection of violence,35 a hierAbout this see the thematization in the essays in Nemici per la pelle. Sogno americano e mito sovietico
nell’Italia contemporanea, ed. by Pier Paolo D’Attorre (Milano: Franco Angeli 1991), esp. Angelo Ventrone,
“L’avventura americana della classe dirigente cattolica”, 141-160, and Bruno P. F. Wanrooij, “Pro aris et focis.
Morale cattolica e identità nazionale in Italia, 1945-1960”, 199-216.
32

For a reconstruction of the debates about electoral reform and about their importance in public
opinion, see in particular Gaetano Quagliariello, La legge elettorale del 1953. Dibattiti storici in Parlamento
(Bologna: il Mulino, 2003), and Maria Serena Piretti, La legge truffa. Il fallimento dell’ingegneria politica
(Bologna: il Mulino, 2003).
33

34

Cf. his memoir Politica a memoria d’uomo (Bologna, il Mulino, 2002), 258.

Cf. for example my “Mondo cattolico e pacifismo comunista nella guerra fredda. Igino Giordani e
il Colloquio sulla pace con Davide Lajolo”, Storia e Problemi Contemporanei, 42 (2006): 93-113.
35
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Fig. 8 – Poster of the Italian Communist Party, 1953 (Fondazione Gramsci Emilia Romagna, Bologna)

archy unwilling to take clear positions in the confrontation among the various blocs in
order to guard the superiority of its own teaching in contingent disputes,36 and given the
solicitations of those who would have preferred a more massive rearmament and with
greater media coverage. The latter included the leadership of the Civic Committees and
the authors of press organs flirting with the right, such as Il Tempo.37
In front of these divisions, during the 1950s the communist leadership began to experiment with language that was more penetrating than the inflexible expressions of the
1940s, whose scarce results has been seen on 18 April. This happened without changing in
36
On this point I refer the reader to my “Il cattolicesimo organizzato in Italia 1945-1953. Successo
dell’anticomunismo, fallimento dell’egemonia”, Italia Contemporanea, 258 (2010): 7-25.
37
For a reconstruction of the debate about this theme, see my “La memoria della Seconda guerra
mondiale nel pacifismo di sinistra degli anni della guerra fredda (1949-1953)”, Paradigma lager. Vecchi
e nuovi conflitti nel mondo contemporaneo, ed. by Silvia Casilio, Annalisa Cegna, and Loredana Guerrieri
(Bologna: CLUEB, 2010), 95-105.
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Fig. 9 – Poster of the Italian Communist Party,
1953 (Fondazione Gramsci Emilia Romagna,
Bologna)

Fig. 10 – Poster of the Italian Communist Party, 1953 (Fondazione Gramsci Emilia Romagna, Bologna)
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any profound way the interpretive paradigms entrenched in the international communist
experience.38 This updated propaganda and communication led to the greater consensus
in the elections of 1953 and to the electoral growth that would continue without interruption until the end of the 1970s. The turn to opposition of the communist front certainly
played a role here, and the government remained in power despite the social unrest and
only partial success of the agrarian reform. With a backdrop of a “positive” political proposal inspired by a “progressive democracy” compressed into “popular democracy”,39 the
ICP proceeded with greater freedom and fewer ideological ties to use a language appreciated by a less immediately steerable public. The two themes on which the recuperation of
the 1950s were based were first of all constitutional guarantees, which had migrated from
being frills for “formal democracy” to being instruments for a defense against the electoral
reform of 1953, usually called the “scam law” [Fig. 9]. The second theme was peace, a
universal value – and, for an openly revolutionary political culture, even “conservative”40 –
which rapidly replaced pro-Soviet sentiments after the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty
with the American superpower [Fig. 9].41 And it is in the end in this atmosphere that the
severe pictorial language of the first postwar experiments inherited from the Soviet experience softens in fresher attempts, with the ironic resumption of commercial billboards as
in the case of the reference to the famous liqueur Cynar used in the attacks on the “scam
law” of 1953 [Fig. 10]. All this was expressed with a register the ICP seldom used until
recently. In the message, the “appetite” for parliamentary seats was accompanied by the desire to perpetuate the DC’s control of government in order to make it easier to accumulate
remunerative economic and political positions and therefore participate in the “trough” of
the “gluttons” (who are rendered with the image of a big serving fork) intent on “eating”
Italian richness. Such concepts were based on an image that appeared more appropriate for
a populist revolt than for an ideological interpretation of society according to the canons
of dialectic materialism.
38
For further information about this interpretation, cf. Edoardo Novelli, C’era una volta il PCI.
Autobiografia di un partito attraverso le immagini della sua propaganda (Roma: Editori Riuniti, 2000).

About the nature of the communist political proposal immediately after World War II and about its
ties with the international communist movement, see the careful reconstruction by Aldo Agosti, “‘Partito
nuovo’ e ‘democrazia progressiva’ nell’elaborazione dei comunisti”, Le idee costituzionali della Resistenza,
ed. by Claudia Franceschini, Sandro Guerrieri, and Giancarlo Monina (Roma: Presidenza del Consiglio
dei Ministri, 1997), 235-248, and “Il Partito comunista italiano e la svolta del 1947”, Studi Storici, 31, 1
(1990): 53-88.
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This is the famous opinion given by Norberto Bobbio following the interview on peace given to the
Pravda by Stalin at the end of 1952, now in Politica e cultura (Torino: Einaudi, 1952), 72-79.
40
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For the evolution of the public discourse of the leftist forces on the theme of peace, see especially
my “Stalin and the Dove: Left Pacifist Language and Choices of Expression between the Popular Front and
the Korean War (1948-1953)”, Modern Italy, 16, 1 (2010): 21-35.
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IV. Conclusions
From this rapid and necessarily incomplete examination of the “iconographic battles” that characterized the political communication of the first decade of the Italian
Republic a few conclusions can be drawn.
In the first place, the contest to gain and consolidate consensus caused two opposing networks of mobilization to emerge, one around the ICP and related powers
and the other that cannot be identified in a specific agent but rather in opposition
to the ICP and its power. Even when in the late 1950s the international distension
opened different spaces for debate in Italy from those of the Cold War, the success of
the polarization between communism and anticommunism in occupying public communication rendered the attempts by the secular liberalism and socialists to give voice
in areas different from this contraposition difficult. The use of anticommunist ideas
over the long term to restructure the identity of conspicuous portions of the electorate
is after all still perfectly present in the parliamentary campaigns of the center-right
throughout at the 1990s.42
Moreover, even if the creators of the communication of the ICP were scarcely aware
of it, the plurality and ideologically various anticommunist networks in any event influenced their choices of references and discourse construction. In particular, the comparison with the anticommunist option led the ICP’s propaganda agencies to gradually
reorganize the affirmation of the identitarian appeals to the international communist
movement, both aesthetically and in terms of content. On the one hand, the lessening of the sharp tones and of the reference to the political and economic model of the
USSR and Eastern Europe typical of the period up to 1948 was a way to dialogue with
a society such as Italy, which was experiencing a steady reconstruction and acceleration
and was by now irremediably insensitive to the idea of Soviet rigor. On the other hand,
the greater variety of the references and symbols crept into the cracks and divisions of
an opposition hostile to communism but struggling to find a common, positive platform. Lastly, as was evident from the beginning of this essay, the unrelenting battle with
anticommunist communication led to the absorption and exchange of some ways of
expression. In this context the reference is not only to the political counterparts, such
as the parties of the centrist coalition in power, but also and especially to the linguistic
production from areas outside politics, usually considered extraneous to the Marxist
left but of sure impact and social penetration, such as that of commercial advertising.
42
About these evolutions, cf. my “Continuità e discontinuità del discorso anticomunista nella
Seconda Repubblica”, L’Italia contemporanea dagli anni Ottanta a oggi, vol. 3, Istituzioni e politica, ed. by
Simona Colarizi, Agostino Giovagnoli, and Paolo Pombeni (Roma: Carocci, 2014), 457-470.
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In short, it was the opposition to an anticommunism that went beyond the confines
of political parties and associations, present in the current discourses of the media and
satire that led the ICP to assimilate new languages and to present them to the public to
support their own cause.
In general, the confrontation of the propaganda of Italian communism with political, journalistic and cultural anticommunism led to a sharing of symbolic vocabulary
between the two sides that was perhaps not only external. In fact, it seems to be an indication of the presence of cultural references and of shared common values destined to
have a role in the possibility of a fragile dialogue in the 1960s and 1970s.
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